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0. INTRODUCTION 
 
Goals 

1. Introduce the Mehri language (Semitic, Modern South Arabian) and my research program 
2. Propose a morphosyntactic analysis for pronominal possession in Mehri: 

 
(1) bayt-ī 

house-POSS.1S1 
my house 

 
Roadmap 
§1  The Mehri Language 
§2  Fieldwork  
§3  Theoretical Frameworks and Background 
§4  A Morphosyntactic Puzzle: Pronominal Possessors 
§5  Conclusion and Future Research 

 
1. THE MEHRI LANGUAGE 
 
Semitic Languages 
• Spoken in Africa, the Middle East and Western Asia 
• Arabic and Hebrew most widely studied 

 
                                                
1 Glossing conventions: 1- first person, 2-second person, 3-third person, M-masculine, F-feminine, S-
singular, PL-plural, POSS-possessive, OBJ-object marker, PST-past tense, FUTPART-future participle 
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Modern South Arabian Languages 
 

 
 
• Mehri, Ḥarsusi, Baṭḥari, Hobyot, Jibbali, and Soqoṭri 
• Spoken in the southern Arabian Peninsula in Yemen and Oman and surrounding islands 
• Unwritten, purely oral traditon 
• 200,000 speakers across 6 languages; Mehri most widely spoken with 100,000 
• All considered endangered or “at risk” 
• Older speakers still use the language at home, but younger speakers are not acquiring the 

language (learning Arabic instead) 
• Little to no revitalization efforts are in place; the states (Yemen and Oman) prioritize the Arabic 

language and a unified Arab identity 
• Understudied (esp. in generative linguistics). Rubin (2010) and Watson (2012) are recent 

exceptions for descriptive work in Mehri 
 
2. FIELDWORK 
 
• Because Mehri is understudied, data collection was necessary to do any substantial generative 

linguistic analysis 
• Ungrammatical data can be just as important as grammatical data – and the former is not found 

in most descriptive work  
• Secondary goal of my research is documentation; Mehri is an “at risk” language classified in 

Ethnologue as 7 (Shifting)  
• Unless otherwise noted, all data is from my own fieldwork with Mehri-speaking immigrants in 

Abu Dhabi (unfortunately travel to Yemen is blocked due to the conflict) 
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• Mehri data collection in the UAE added challenges in terms of sociolinguistic identity, as 
linguistic minorities tend to de-emphasize (or even hide) their linguistic or cultural heritage in 
favor of (Emirati) Arabic, the lingua franca 

• Older informants were born in the Mahra state (pre 1967) and identified as such:  
 

(2) A Mahra passport (1967) 
 

 
 
• Data primarily collected through formal elicitation sessions using Arabic as contact language.  
• Most informants were L1 Mehri, L2 Arabic.  
 
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 
 
Theoretical Frameworks 
• Minimalism (Chomsky 2000, 2001) and Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993) 
• In a late insertion model, I assume morphosyntactic features (without phonological 

representations) are manipulated by the syntax, and then shipped off to Logical Form 
(=LF/meaning) and Phonological Form (=PF/sound) 
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Morphosyntactic Features 
 

  
Syntax    
  

 
 Morphological Operations        Logical Form (LF) 
 Vocabulary Insertion/Linearization 
 
 
  Phonological Form (PF) 
 
• After the syntax, Vocabulary Items (=phonological forms) are added through a process called 

Vocabulary Insertion at PF. Vocabulary Items compete for insertion to ensure the best match. 
 
Background: Semitic morphosyntax 
Root and Pattern Morphology 
• Semitic languages are famous for “root and pattern” morphology: words are comprised of a 

consonantal root interleaved with a vocalic pattern that contains grammatical information 
• A shared consonantal root tends to correspond to shared meaning (on some level) 
 
(3) a. kətōb    b. kətūb     

book        write.PST.3MS 
    he wrote 

 
• (3) are both derived from the root √ktb (triliteral root) 
• The vocalic pattern /әo ̄/ designates the word as a singular noun, while the vocalic pattern /əu ̄/ 

makes the word a past tense verb. 
• I assume that the root (e.g., √ktb)  is category-neutral and is selected by a categorizing head (e.g., 

nominalizing n, verbalizing v) (Marantz 1997) 
• The categorizing heads add the vocalic pattern to the triliteral root (Arad 2003) 
 
(4)                                          nP                  

         3               ⇒                     kətōb (noun) 
 nominalizing head →      n               √ktb  

          /әō/ 
 
 
(5)                                          vP                  

         3               ⇒                     kətūb (verb) 
 verbalizing head →         v               √ktb  

         /әū/ 
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Sound vs. Broken Plurals 
• Another characteristic of Semitic languages is the “broken” plural 
• Some plural nouns in Mehri are formed with a plural suffix (like English): 
 
(6) a. baṭaḥ    b. baṭaḥ-ayn 

earth     earth-PL 
 
• These are called “sound” plurals 
• However, other plurals are formed by a change in the vocalic pattern:  
 
(7) a. naxrīr    b. naxrūr 

nose     nose.PL 
 
• These are called “broken” plurals (the plural vocalic pattern “breaks” the singular noun) 
• Some roots (e.g., √nxr) are specified for a broken plural, while others (e.g., √bṭḥ) are specified 

for a sound plural 
• Another Semitic number! Mehri also has a dual form:   
 
(8) farhayn-i    θrayt 

horse.F-DU     two.F 
two horses 
 

• The dual is formed with an –i suffix followed by the number two (which agrees in gender with 
the noun) 

 
3. TODAY’S PUZZLE: PRONOMINAL POSSESSORS 
 
Some data 
Pronominal possessive constructions in Mehri consist of a possessed noun followed by a suffix 
indicating the φ-features of the pronominal possessor: 

(9) a. bayt   b. bayt-ī 
house    house-POSS.1S 

     my house 
 
(10) a. ḥabrē     b. ḥabrē-h 
   son    son-POSS.3MS 
       his son 
 
If the possessed noun is plural, the story is more complex. Two possibilities, depending on how the 
noun is pluralized: 
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Broken plurals 
• The possessive suffix attaches to the plural noun, and the possessive suffix takes a special form. 
 

(11) a. byūt     b. byet-iya2 
houses    house.PL-POSS.PL.1S 
    my houses 

 
Sound plurals 
• The possessive suffix, which still takes a special form, attaches to the bare form of the noun 

(i.e., the plural suffix is absent) 
 

(12) a. nīgalt-an  b. nīgalt-aha 
illegitimate.child.F-PL  illegitimate.child.F-POSS.PL.3MS 
illegitimate children  his illegitimate children  

 
Possessive Suffix Paradigm 
  Suffixed to a Singular Noun Suffixed to a Plural Noun 
  Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural 
1st pers -i 

-ikī 
-(i)n -(a)ya 

-ikī 
-(i)yan 

2nd pers Feminine -(a)š -(i)kan -(a)ša -(i)kan 
Masculine -(a)k -(i)kam -(a)ka -(i)kam 

3rd pers Feminine -(a)s -ihī -(i)san -(a)sa -ihī -(i)san 
Masculine -(a)h -(i)ham -(a)ha -(i)ham 

 
 
 
Two puzzles: 
Puzzle #1: Why does the plural suffix “disappear” when the possessive suffix is added?  
Puzzle #2: Why is there a special form for the possessive suffixes in the context of plural nouns?  
 
 
  

                                                
2 Long vowel shortening in a noun ending in CVVC before possessive pronouns (in this case byūt to 
byet) is common in Mehri and described in both Watson (2012) and Rubin (2010). 
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Before we solve these puzzles, a few basic assumptions regarding the possessive syntactic structure: 
 
(13) Proposed syntactic structure 

 
a. Possessive structure (syntax)  → b. After head movement (PF) 
        DP               DP 
  ru                                                                          ru 
D              #P                                                              D               #P 
                ru                                                                       ru 
           #                 nP              #                  nP 
                               ru         ty           ru              

Pro             n     n           #     Pro              n 
                    ru           ty                                 ru 
               n            √                √           n                            n               √  

                 ty 
               √          n  
 
 
 
• I assume the possessor (Pro) is base generated in the specifier of nP (following Szabolcsi (1994) 

and Alexiadou (2005)). 
 
Returning to Puzzle #1:  
What is motivating the disappearance of the plural suffix? 
• I propose a Mehri morphophonological well-formedness condition 

 
(14) Only One Suffix Generalization (OOS) 

      Pronouns can cliticize to a root if and only if there is no other overt morphological suffix  
 on the root  

 
• The OOS is a Mehri-specific language-wide generalization.  
• The generalization does not apply to other Semitic languages, such as Arabic: 
 

(15) a. mutarajim  b. mutarajim-un-i                Arabic 
translator   translator-PL-POSS.1S 
    my translators 

 
• In (15), two suffixes have been added to the Arabic noun mutarajim: the plural suffix –un and the 

possessive suffix -i 
• Two pieces of evidence from Mehri to support the OOS: 

 
Evidence #1: Duals 
Dual is marked on Mehri nouns by the addition of a suffix –i followed by the number two: 
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(16) bayt-i  θrayt 
    house.F-DU two.F 

two houses 
 
• According to the OOS, the pronominal possessor cannot attach to the dual form of the noun 
• This prediction is borne out, and “her two houses” is generally not possible to say (ineffable)3: 
 

(17) *bayt-i-s   θrayt 
   house-DU-POSS.3FS two.F 
   her two houses 
 

(18)    *bayt-asa   θrayt 
house-PL.POSS.3FS two.F 
her two houses 
 

(19) *byet-asa   θrayt 
  house.PL-PL.POSS.3FS two.F 
 her two houses 

 
This dual data supports the OOS. 
 
Evidence #2: Direct Object Pronouns 
Transitive verbs can take a pronominal direct object suffix, but only under certain conditions.  
 
(20) yikab-h                     (Watson, 2012: 73) 

think.PST.3MS-OBJ.3MS 
He thought him. 

 
(21)    wuzm-ih                              (Watson, 2012: 70) 

    give.PST.3MS-OBJ.3MS 
          He gave him 
 
• According to the OOS, the direct object pronoun cannot attach to the verb if another suffix is 

already present 
• This prediction is borne out. Other verbal suffixes block the attachment of the pronoun to the 

verb. 
• Instead, the clitic leans on a t- that has been inserted to “host” the suffix: 
 
                                                
3 My informants would instead use a structure that more directly translates to “She has two houses.” 
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(22) wəzəm-k  t-əh                                    (Rubin, 2010: 41) 
give.PST-1S  T-OBJ.3MS 
I gave him 

 
(23) śany-īta   t-ēk           (Watson, 2012: 131) 

see-FUTPART.FS  T-OBJ.2MS 
I.FS/you.fs/she will see you 

 
This evidence from the verbal domain supports the OOS generalization. 
 
So the OOS is a generalization that captures the observed data from Puzzle #1.  
 
How is this generalization encoded in the grammar? 
Contextual allomorphy 
• Contextual allomorphy is when the same feature is represented by different phonological forms 

based on the surrounding context 
• Example: English plural suffixes. Usually, the English plural suffix is –s (e.g., horses), but in some 

contexts it can be spelled-out differently (e.g., oxen) 
• How is this formally derived? The syntax for horses and oxen look largely the same: 
 
(24) a. Horses   b. Oxen 
                 #P             #P 
             3     3 
         #                 nP             #      nP 
        [PL]            6                  [PL]            6 
                 horse         ox 

 
• Once the syntactic structures in (24) have been shipped to PF and are flattened (=Linearization), 

the derivations will look like this: 
 
(25) a. (# * horse)  b. (# * ox) 
 
• where * indicates linear adjacency 
• Now it’s time to add phonology! 
• Phonological information is added based on lists of Vocabulary Items which pairs 

morphosyntactic features with corresponding phonemes 
• The following list of Vocabulary Items dictates what phonological forms are inserted in the 

derivation:  
 
(26) Selected English Vocabulary Items for Feature [PL] 
     a. [PL]  ⟷ -en  / {ox} 

b. [PL]  ⟷ -s   

 
• The plural feature gets replaced (=spelled-out) by –en in the context of ox ((26)a) 
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• The plural feature gets replaced (=spelled-out) by –s in all other contexts ((26)b – this is the 
default form) 

• Vocabulary Items are necessarily ordered by specificity (following the Paninian principle) 
• A similar list can be used to capture the sound/broken plural distinction in Mehri: 

 
(27) Schematic Vocabulary Items for Feature [+PL] 

a. [+PL]  ⟷ vowel change / {list of roots: √XYZ, √ZYX, √YZX…} 
b. [+PL] ⟷ plural suffix 

 
• (27)a will result in the broken plural (indicated by a vowel change) in the context of a specified 

list of roots (memorized by speakers) 
• (27)b will result in the sound plural (indicated by a plural suffix) in all other contexts 
 
How does contextual allomorphy solve the possessive puzzle? 
I argue that the plural suffix is null when in the context of a pronoun 
• Recall the possessive syntactic structure... 
 
(28) Possessive structure  

 
DP 

ru 
    D               #P 
                   ru 
              #                   nP  
         ty            ru              
       n          #        Pro             n 
  ty                      ru 
√         n                  n              √            
 
 
• After this structure gets flattened, the following string will be formed: 
 
(29) (√ * n * #) * Pro 
 
• I argue that # is sensitive to Pro  
• Specifically, the plural feature can be spelled-out as null (∅) when directly adjacent to a pronoun 
• Crucially, this allomorphy must be further restricted to plural features that would spell out as a 

suffix (sound plurals) but not plural features that would spell out as a vocalic pattern (broken 
plurals) 

• This is because the plural feature is always spelled-out for broken plurals, regardless of whether it 
is adjacent to a pronoun 

• Recall to the data...  
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(30) a. byūt     b. byet-iya4 
houses    house.PL-POSS.PL.1S 
    my houses 

 
(31) a. nīgalt-an  b. nīgalt-∅-aha 

illegitimate.child.F-PL  illegitimate.child.F-PL-POSS.PL.3MS 
illegitimate children  his illegitimate children  

 
• The plural feature is not null in (30)b, despite being in the context of a pronoun 
• The following list of Vocabulary Items captures this asymmetry: 

 
(32) Schematic Vocabulary Items for Num [+PL] 

a. [+PL]  ⟷ vowel change / { √XYZ, √ZYX, √YZX…} 
b. [+PL]  ⟷				∅ / __ Pro 
c. [+PL]  ⟷ plural suffix 

 
• Because this list is ordered, (32) ensures that the plural feature is always spelled-out in the 

context of roots that are specified for the broken plural, and also ensures that the plural feature 
is not spelled-out as a suffix in the context of a pronoun 
 

Puzzle #1 is solved using a combination of a Mehri-specific morphological generalization  (the 
OOS) and universal morphosyntactic principles (contextual allomorphy) 
 
But we are not yet finished... 
 
Returning to Puzzle #2:  
Why is there a special form for the possessive suffixes in the context of plural nouns? 
 
(33) a. bayt-ī    b. byet-iya 

house-POSS.1SG   house.PL-POSS.PL.1SG 
  my house    my houses 
 
• In (33), -ī and –iya both designate a first person singular possessive pronoun 
• Previous (descriptive) accounts of the possessive pronouns in Mehri give no explanation for the 

different forms 
 
 
 
 

                                                
4 Long vowel shortening in a noun ending in CVVC before possessive pronouns (in this case byūt to 
byet) is common in Mehri and described in both Watson (2012) and Rubin (2010). 
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Possessive Suffix Paradigm 
  Suffixed to a Singular Noun Suffixed to a Plural Noun 
  Singular Dual Plural Singular Dual Plural 
1st pers -i 

-ikī 
-(i)n -(a)ya 

-ikī 
-(i)yan 

2nd pers Feminine -(a)š -(i)kan -(a)ša -(i)kan 
Masculine -(a)k -(i)kam -(a)ka -(i)kam 

3rd pers Feminine -(a)s -ihī -(i)san -(a)sa -ihī -(i)san 
Masculine -(a)h -(i)ham -(a)ha -(i)ham 

 
• I argue that these different forms are a result of possessor concord between the pronominal 

possessor and the possessed noun 
• Concord is DP-internal agreement. Informally, features (e.g., gender, number, case) from a noun 

appear on more than one element in the DP: 
 
(34) L-a-s       niñ-a-s  bonit-a-s               Spanish 

the-F-PL    child-F-PL pretty-F-PL 
the pretty girls 

 
• In (34), the definite article las and the adjective bonitas agree in number and gender with the noun 
• Pronominal possessive constructions in Spanish also demonstrate concord, and the Spanish data 

looks similar to the Mehri data: 
 
(35) a. mi   casa  b. mi-s    casa-s           Spanish 

PRO.POSS.1SG house   PRO.POSS.1SG-PL house-PL   
  my house    my houses 
 
• In (35), the possessor agrees with the noun in number 
• Similar data found in Romanian, Italian, Portuguese and Swahili 
• Previous accounts of possessive constructions such as (35) often assume the possessor raises to 

a higher projection (PossP, AgrSNP or specifier of NumP) in order to be licensed or to trigger 
agreement: 
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(36) Pronominal Possessor concord in Schoorlemmer (1998) 
   DP 

  ru 
D              PosP 

           ru 
       Possessor         Pos 
                                 ru 

     Pos            NumP 
                                             ru 

                                 Num             NP 
                                                           ru                
                                               Possessor           N  
                                                                         5 
               N 
 
• Similar proposals found in Cardinaletti (1998), Alexiadou (2003, 2005), Carstens (2000) 
 
However, I argue for a different approach for Mehri: 
• No independent motivation for a PossP in Mehri  
• Mehri word order does not suggest the possessor raises higher in the tree 
 
How is possessor concord achieved in Mehri? 
Post-syntactic insertion of AGR nodes  
• I adopt the insertion of AGR nodes (Kramer 2010; Norris 2014) onto which relevant features 

are copied via Feature Copying (Norris 2014) 
• AGR = agreement 
• In this model, features are spread throughout the DP after the syntax (at PF), which is possible 

because they are not semantically interpretable on other elements of the DP 
• In the Spanish data in (34), the gender/number features on the definite article and adjective have 

no meaning  
• Schematically, AGR node insertion and Feature Copying represented as: 
 
(37)  

XP  →    XP   →   XP 
ru                      ru                                          ru 

    X               YP                          X              YP                           X               YP 
			 [α]          ru                    [α]       ru                                   [α]          ru         
     Y          .....              Y                  ...                                       Y            ... 
                                                              ty                                                        ty 
          Y      AGR            Y       AGR 

         [F:__]             [F: α] 
 

• AGR node is inserted sister to Y (adjoined) and has an unvalued feature 
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• The AGR node copies the closest (higher) projection with a valued α feature (in this case, the X) 
 
How does AGR insertion work for the Mehri data? 
• A familiar structure... 
 
(38) Possessive structure (after head movement) 

 
DP 

ru 
    D               #P 
                   ru 
              #                   nP  
         ty            ru              
       n          #        Pro             n 
  ty                      ru 
√         n                  n              √            
 
• I argue an AGR node is inserted sister to the Pro  
 
(39) Mehri AGR node insertion 

Pro  à [Pro    AGR] 
                           [#:__] 

 
• (39) states that an AGR node with an unvalued number feature is inserted and adjoined to the 

pronominal possessor 
• The following structure illustrates the insertion of this AGR node: 
 
(40) Pronominal possessor concord  

 
DP 

ru 
    D             #P 
                   ru 
             #                    nP 
         ty             ru              
       n          #        Pro               n 
  ty               ty            ru 
√         n          Pro     AGR     n              √ 
           [#:__] 
 
• Once the AGR node is inserted, its number features must be valued  
• Using (41) as an example, this Feature Copying is demonstrated in (42): 
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(41) byet-iya 
house.PL-POSS.PL.1SG 

 my houses 
 
(42) Pronominal possessor concord in (41) 

 
DP 

ru 
    D               #P 
                    ru 
             #                     nP 
         ty                ru              
       n          #          Pro                n 
  ty      [PL]     ty             ty 
√         n            Pro       AGR    n          √ 
              [1S]      [#:PL] 
 
• At Linearization, Pro will immediately precede AGR: 
 
(43) (Pro * AGR) 

[1S]       [PL] 
 
• The following list of Vocabulary Items will be utilized for spell-out:  
 
(44) Select Vocabulary Items for Pro 

a. [1] ⟷ -i 
b. [2][F] ⟷ -š 
c. [2] ⟷ -k 
d. [3][F] ⟷ -s 
e. [3] ⟷ -h 

 
• The Vocabulary Item –i will be inserted for the pronominal possessor, and subsequently the 

AGR node will be spelled-out from the following list of Vocabulary Items: 
 
(45) Select Vocabulary Items for AGR  

a. [PL] ⟷ - a / Pro 
b. elsewhere ⟷ ∅ / Pro 

 
• The follow sequence has been created: 
 
(46) (i * a) 
 
• I assume palatalization (phonological process) is triggered and the vowel sequence -ia becomes –

iya, correctly deriving the example in (41) 
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Puzzle #2 is solved using a combination of a Mehri-specific AGR insertion rule and the 
mechanism of possessor concord, a phenomenon that is well-documented cross-linguistically  
 
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
Puzzle #1: Why does the plural suffix “disappear” when the possessive suffix is added?  
• The OOS – a novel morphological generalization – encoded in the grammar via contextual 

allomorphy  
Puzzle #2: Why is there a special form for the possessive suffixes in the context of plural nouns? 
• Possessor concord - encoded in the grammar via AGR insertion  
 
• One strand of future research will involve the status of the OOS in other locations in the 

grammar 
• Namely, why are different strategies employed to the same morphological generalization?  
• In the nominal domain, a suffix is deleted to obey the OOS: 
 
(47) a. nīgalt-an  b. nīgalt-aha 

illegitimate.child.F-PL  illegitimate.child.F-POSS.PL.3MS 
illegitimate children  his illegitimate children  

 
• In the verbal domain, deletion does not occur and a t- is inserted instead:  
 
(48) wəzəm-k  t-əh                                     

give.PST-1S  T-OBJ.3MS 
I gave him 
 

• Different strategies may be used depending on recoverability of features, though this will require 
further investigation 

• Additional future research will include continued fieldwork in Mehri as well as commencing 
fieldwork and documentation of Soqoṭri 

• In summary, this talk has used data from an understudied language, Mehri, to investigate the 
interaction between syntactic universals and language-specific morphological idiosyncrasies in a 
generative framework 
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